Now the Senior thinketh his thesis up, till his head is in a whirl;  
The Junior doctoreth his "mustache," and goeth to see his girl;  
The Sophie starts on a three-days' bust (while his father foots the bill);  
And the Freshman hangeth his stocking up for the Faculty to fill!

"Technique" is announced for this week. Twelve hundred copies will be printed for the first edition.

At a regular meeting of the 2G Wednesday Dec. 9th, Messrs. Nickels, Brace, and Mossman, '87, and Warren, '88, were initiated.

"Friction and lost work," remarked the senior mechanical, as he rubbed out two thirds of his nearly completed drawing.

We acknowledge the receipt of a song, "'Twas Ere the Mellow Autumn Moon;" words by F. Manton Wakefield, '87, and music by F. F. Bullard, formerly '87.

There is talk of putting the baseball men into training immediately. The services of Mr. Currier, formerly of '87, as manager will be greatly missed.

The first of the Fraternity dances, which was held in the gym', on Saturday, Dec. 12th, was a pronounced success—"just enough to make it pleasant" being there.

Some Freshmen recently performed an experiment with ice and the thermometer so successfully, that Prof. Nichols dismissed them, on account of the cold room.

The Glee Club are practicing steadily. It is to be hoped that the sibilant will not be as pronounced in their delivery as it is prominent in the names of their officers.

Hade is a geological term expressing the amount of deviation of a dike from the direction of the assumed locality of Hades. At least, that's what the miners tell us.

The title of the chemists' society, recently formed, is the K.S, not the K.S., as erroneously printed in our last number. The society meets upon that Friday nearest the fifteenth of each month.

'86 had a very enjoyable meeting at Young's, Friday, Dec. 4th. It is found that the meetings have a fuller attendance, and more enthusiasm is shown, when at Young's, than in Room 15, Rogers.

An additional study—steam engines and boilers—to extend through the whole of the second term of the fourth year, has been placed in the course in mining. It will probably, however, not be begun until 1887.

The Hammer and Tongs Society have decided to substitute a theater party in place of their next dinner at Young's, the attraction (or distraction?) being Robson and Crane's "Comedy of Errors."

It is rumored that a certain prominent member of the Faculty was recently seen in a bathing-costume going through a series of gyrations and contortions, while a well-known instructor was shooting him with the instantaneous process.

It was rumored that a certain member of '87 was tired after the last meeting of the Society of '87, and some zealous classmates immediately roused two doctors in the neighborhood. The latter were somewhat perplexed at being turned away without so much as a chance to collect any fees.

The four architects who competed in the drawings for a house, recently submitted designs for a fountain to be built in the Public Garden, and, with a remarkable thoughtfulness for their mutual feelings, received mention in exactly the reverse order in the latter that they did in the former, Mr. Schmid getting first this time.